ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION
& DISTRIBUTION
AND POWER GENERATION

SERVICE AREA

ELECTRIC
TRANSMISSION &
DISTRIBUTION
We maintain the wires, poles
and electric infrastructure
serving more than 2.5 million
metered customers in the
greater Houston area and in
southwestern Indiana.
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POWER GENERATION
We also own and operate nearly 1,300 megawatts of
electric generation capacity in Indiana. Our employees are
committed to the reliable delivery of electricity generated
from power plants and renewable energy resources to
homes and businesses.

Natural Gas Distribution
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Competitive Energy Businesses

Headquartered in Houston, Texas,
CenterPoint Energy (NYSE: CNP)
is an energy delivery company
with regulated utility businesses
in eight states and a competitive
energy businesses footprint in
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electric transmission & distribution,
power generation and natural gas
distribution businesses, the company
serves more than 7 million metered
customers primarily in Arkansas,
Indiana, Louisiana, Minnesota,
Mississippi, Ohio, Oklahoma
and Texas. CenterPoint Energy’s
competitive energy businesses
include natural gas marketing and energy-related services;
energy efficiency, sustainability and infrastructure
modernization solutions; and construction and repair
services for pipeline systems, primarily natural gas.
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The company also owns 54.0 percent of the common units
representing limited partner interests in Enable Midstream
Partners, LP, a publicly traded master limited partnership
that owns, operates and develops strategically located
natural gas and crude oil infrastructure assets.
With nearly 14,000 employees and nearly $29 billion in
assets, CenterPoint Energy and its predecessor companies
have been in business for more than 150 years. For more
information, visit CenterPointEnergy.com.

NATURAL GAS DISTRIBUTION
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We sell and deliver natural gas to 4.5 million homes
and businesses in eight states: Arkansas, Indiana,
Louisiana, Minnesota, Mississippi, Ohio, Oklahoma, and
Texas, including the high-growth areas of Houston and
Minneapolis. We’re investing in modernizing our natural gas
infrastructure and are committed to eliminating cast-iron
pipe in all of our territories.

COMPETITIVE ENERGY BUSINESSES
Our competitive energy
businesses include natural
gas marketing and
energy-related services;
energy efficiency,
sustainability and
infrastructure modernization
solutions; and construction
and repair services for
pipeline systems, primarily
natural gas. Our competitive
energy businesses footprint
spans nearly 40 states.
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